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by Napoleon were suppressed as soon as the monarchy
was restored. But about half a dozen were reopened in
the reign of Louis Philippe, and were gradually improved
by the addition of new chairs. Beginning in 1885, a
number of decrees established a general council of faculties
in each "academy" to co-ordinate the different courses
-and studies, and in 1896 a law was passed through which
& university has now been established in each of the seven-
teen "academies." These universities differ greftly in
.size, but all grant the licence (master's degree) and the
doctorate. The title of agrege ("fellow") may also be
.awarded to a fixed number of licentiates each year through
competitive examinations. The university degrees are
ordinarily conferred by the state and carry certain defi-
nite rights with them, but since 1896 a new type of
degree, "doctorate of the university," not carrying state
privileges, is granted upon easier terms to foreigners.
As in America, the universities include several faculties.
Each of them has a faculty of letters and a faculty of
science, and may have one of law, medicine, or Protestant
theology. (The Catholic Church maintains its own
schools of theology separately.) In Paris, besides the
university, there is the College of France, which still
•emphasizes freedom of learning and thought (see p. 119)
a,nd confers no degrees. Likewise the government has
established in Paris a dozen other institutions of higher
-education connected with some special field (les Grandes
Ecoles), such as the Polytechnic, the School of Mines,
the School of Roads and Bridges, the School of Naval
Engineering, and the Central School of Arts and Crafts.
A number of similar higher institutions for agriculture,
•veterinary science, and other technical subjects have also
been created in different parts of France.

